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(54) HEAT PUMP UNIT CONTROL SYSTEM

(57) A heat pump unit control system, comprising a
heat exchanger (1), a compressor (2), a first switching
element (3), a second switching element (4), an en-
hanced vapor injection electronic expansion valve (5),
and a main circuit electronic expansion valve (6). A first
end (22) of the compressor (2) is connected to a first port
(7) of the heat exchanger (1) successively by the first
switching element (3) and the enhanced vapor injection
electronic expansion valve (5), a second port (8) of the
heat exchanger (1) is connected to an injection end (21)
of the compressor (2), the end of the first switching ele-
ment (3) connected to the compressor (2) is connected
to a third port (9) of the heat exchanger (1), a fourth port
(10) of the heat exchanger (1) is connected to a second
end (23) of the compressor(2) by the main circuit elec-
tronic expansion valve (5), and the end of the first switch-
ing element (3) connected to the enhanced vapor injec-
tion electronic expansion valve (5) is connected to the
fourth port (10) of the heat exchanger (1) by the second
switching element (4).
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to the field of re-
frigeration, and in particular to a heat pump unit control
system.

BACKGROUND

[0002] The technology of enhanced vapor injection al-
lows a heat pump to obtain a higher refrigerating (heating)
capacity and also improves the system efficiency by pro-
viding an economizer. For a heat pump system with en-
hanced vapor injection with a subcooler, a plate heat ex-
changer is often used as an economizer to improve the
subcooling degree of the refrigerant before it enters the
evaporator. It includes upstream liquid extraction and
downstream liquid extraction according to the position of
liquid extraction of the injection circuit.
[0003] The advantage of upstream liquid extraction is
that, the main circuit throttling electronic expansion valve
and the auxiliary circuit electronic expansion valve do not
affect each other, the system is stable, the required ca-
pacity of the plate heat exchanger is small, and the eco-
nomic efficiency is high. The disadvantage of the up-
stream liquid extraction is that, liquid extraction may fail
when the subcooling degree at the outlet of the condens-
er is insufficient, which results in no obvious air injection
effect and affects the unit performance.
[0004] The advantage of downstream liquid extraction
is that, it is better ensure the subcooling degree before
the auxiliary circuit enhanced vapor injection electronic
expansion valve and ensure sufficient liquid supply for
the auxiliary injection circuit, especially for the conditions
of low temperature and even ultra-low temperature heat-
ing, thereby reducing the possibility of loss of control of
the superheat degree of the enhanced vapor injection
electronic expansion valve because of lack of subcooling
before the electronic expansion valve. The disadvantage
of downstream liquid extraction is that, the main circuit
and auxiliary circuit electronic expansion valves (en-
hanced vapor injection electronic expansion valves) will
affect each other, the system is oscillate and unstable,
and the pressure loss of the refrigerant is increased when
passing through the main channel. Therefore, the system
needs an economizer with a greater heat exchange ca-
pacity, which increases the cost.
[0005] Enhanced vapor injection heat pump unit sys-
tems use one of upstream liquid extraction and down-
stream liquid extraction.

SUMMARY

[0006] Embodiments of the present disclosure provide
a heat pump unit control system, which has a simple
structure, and has upstream and downstream liquid ex-
traction control manners, so that upstream liquid extrac-

tion and downstream liquid extraction complement each
other and effectively ensure the economic efficiency, per-
formance and reliability of the unit.
[0007] The embodiments of the present disclosure pro-
vide a heat pump unit control system comprising a heat
exchanger, a compressor, a first switching element, a
second switching element, an enhanced vapor injection
electronic expansion valve, and a main circuit electronic
expansion valve. A first end of the compressor is con-
nected to a first port of the heat exchanger successively
by the first switching element and the enhanced vapor
injection electronic expansion valve, a second port of the
heat exchanger is connected to an injection end of the
compressor, the end of the first switching element con-
nected to the compressor is connected to a third port of
the heat exchanger, a fourth port of the heat exchanger
is connected to a second end of the compressor by the
main circuit electronic expansion valve, and an end of
the first switching element connected to the enhanced
vapor injection electronic expansion valve is connected
to the fourth port of the heat exchanger by the second
switching element.
[0008] In one or more embodiments, the heat pump
unit control system further comprises a shell tube, and
the first end of the compressor is connected to the first
switching element by the shell tube.
[0009] In one or more embodiments, the heat pump
unit control system further comprises a gas-liquid sepa-
rator, and the shell tube is connected to the first end of
the compressor by the gas-liquid separator.
[0010] In one or more embodiments, the heat pump
unit control system further comprises a four-way valve,
and the shell tube is connected to the gas-liquid separator
by the four-way valve.
[0011] In one or more embodiments, the heat pump
unit control system further comprises a fin, and the main
circuit electronic expansion valve is connected to the sec-
ond end of the compressor successively by the fin and
the four-way valve.
[0012] In one or more embodiments, a filter is provided
on the pipeline connecting the shell tube and the first
switching element and/or the four-way valve.
[0013] In one or more embodiments, the heat pump
unit control system is configured to form an upstream
liquid extraction circuit when the first switching element
is open and the second switching element is closed.
[0014] In one or more embodiments, the heat pump
unit control system is configured to form a downstream
liquid extraction circuit when the second switching ele-
ment is turned on and the first switching element is turned
off.
[0015] In one or more embodiments, the first switching
element and the second switching element are both elec-
tromagnetic valves.
[0016] In one or more embodiments, the heat exchang-
er is a plate heat exchanger.
[0017] The embodiments of the present disclosure pro-
vide a heat pump unit control system comprising a heat
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exchanger and a compressor.
[0018] The heat exchanger comprises a first branch
and a second branch, wherein the inlet of the second
branch is in communication with one of an outlet of the
first branch and the first end of the compressor, and the
outlet of the second branch is in communication with the
injection end of the compressor.
[0019] In one or more embodiments, the heat pump
unit control system is wherein it further comprises a first
switching element and a second switching element.
[0020] The first switching element is disposed between
the first end of the compressor and a first port serving as
an inlet of the second branch, and the second switching
element is disposed between the first port and a fourth
port serving as an outlet of the first branch.
[0021] One of the first switching element and the sec-
ond switching element is turned on.
[0022] In one or more embodiments, the heat pump
unit control system is configured to be in a condition of
an upstream liquid extraction when the first switching el-
ement is open and the second switching element is
closed.
[0023] In one or more embodiments, the heat pump
unit control system is configured to be in a condition of
a downstream liquid extraction when the second switch-
ing element is open and the first switching element is
closed.
[0024] In one or more embodiments, the heat pump
unit control system is configured to be in the condition of
the upstream liquid extraction under refrigeration and
high temperature heating conditions.
[0025] In one or more embodiments, the heat pump
unit control system is configured to be in the condition of
the downstream liquid extraction under low temperature
heating and super-low temperature heating conditions.
[0026] The embodiments of the present disclosure
have upstream and downstream liquid extraction control
manners, so that upstream liquid extraction and down-
stream liquid extraction complement each other to avoid
respective disadvantages, so that the heat pump unit
control system is economic efficiency, performance and
reliability.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0027]

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of the overall structure
of embodiments;
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of embodiments when
an upstream liquid extraction circuit is formed;
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of embodiments when
a downstream liquid extraction circuit is formed;
FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of the overall structure
of one or more embodiments.

[0028] Explanation of the reference signs: 1. heat ex-
changer; 2. compressor; 3.first switching element; 4. sec-

ond switching element; 5. enhanced vapor injection elec-
tronic expansion valve; 6. main circuit electronic expan-
sion valve; 7. first port; 8. second port; 9. third port; 10.
fourth port; 11. shell tube; 12. gas-liquid separator; 13.
four-way valve; 14. fin; 15. filter; 16. one-way valve; 17.
pressure sensor; 18. injected air bulb; 19. main circuit;
20. auxiliary circuit; 21. injection end; 22. first end; 23.
second end; 25. one-way valve; 26. filter; 27. filter; 28.
filter; 111. air tube port of the shell tube; 112. liquid tube
port of the shell tube; 121. gas-liquid separator inlet; 122.
gas-liquid separator outlet; 141. air tube port of the fin;
142. liquid tube port of the fin; 210. filter.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0029] The present disclosure will be further described
in detail in combination with the drawings and embodi-
ments, but they are not limitations to the present disclo-
sure.
[0030] With reference to Fig. 1 to Fig. 3, embodiments
of the present disclosure provide a heat pump unit control
system comprising a heat exchanger 1, a compressor 2,
a first switching element 3, a second switching element
4, an enhanced vapor injection electronic expansion
valve 5 and a main circuit electronic expansion valve 6.
A first end 22 of the compressor 2 is connected to a first
port 7 of the heat exchanger 1 successively by the first
switching element 3 and the enhanced vapor injection
electronic expansion valve 5. A second port 8 of the heat
exchanger 1 is connected to an injection end 21 of the
compressor 2. The end of the first switching element 3
connected to the compressor 2 is connected to a third
port 9 of the heat exchanger 1. A fourth port 10 of the
heat exchanger 1 is connected to a second end 23 of the
compressor 2 by the main circuit electronic expansion
valve 6. The end of the first switching element 3 connect-
ed to the enhanced vapor injection electronic expansion
valve 5 is connected to the fourth port 10 of the heat
exchanger 1 by the second switching element 4.
[0031] The upper end of the compressor 2 is the first
end 22, the lower end is the second end 23, and the left
end is the injection end 21. The upper end of the com-
pressor 2 serves as an exhaust port, the lower end serves
as an intake port, and the left end serves as an injection
port (or "air supplement port").
[0032] In some embodiments, the heat exchanger 1 is
a subcooler (a form of economizer), and four ports (first
port 7, second port 8, third port 9 and fourth port 10) of
the heat exchanger 1 are all for the same medium to pass
through. The flow direction is the same during refrigera-
tion and heating. The main circuit medium enters from
the third port 9 and comes out of the fourth port 10. The
main circuit medium releases heat in the heat exchanger
1 and becomes a subcooled refrigerant. The auxiliary
circuit medium enters from the first port 7 and comes out
of the second port 8. The auxiliary circuit medium absorbs
heat in the heat exchanger 1 and becomes a superheated
refrigerant.
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[0033] It has upstream liquid extraction and down-
stream liquid extraction according to the position of liquid
extraction of the injection circuit. When the first switching
element 3 is turned on and the second switching element
4 is turned off, it is upstream liquid extraction. Upstream
liquid extraction refers to that the liquid extraction position
of the part of the refrigerant injected to the injection end
21 of the compressor for an effect of enhanced vapor
injection is before the exchanger 1, i.e., the system re-
frigerant has been separated into two paths before pass-
ing through the heat exchanger 1 (before entering the
third port 9). When the first switching element 3 is turned
off and the second switching element 4 is turned on, it is
downstream liquid extraction. Downstream liquid extrac-
tion refers to that the liquid extraction position of the part
of the refrigerant injected to the injection end 21 of the
compressor for an effect of enhanced vapor injection is
after the exchanger 1, i.e., the system refrigerant is sep-
arated into two paths after passing through the heat ex-
changer 1 (after entering from the third port 9 and coming
out of the fourth port 10).
[0034] When the first switching element 3 is turned off
and the second switching element 4 is turned on, it is
downstream liquid extraction. The branch where the first
switching element 3 is located is turned off, and the
branch where the second switching element 4 is located
is turned on.
[0035] The flow direction of refrigerant in downstream
liquid extraction is as follows: all the refrigerant first pass-
es through the pipeline of the main circuit 19, enters the
heat exchanger 1 from the third port 9 for heat release
and cooling to become a subcooled refrigerant which
comes out of the fourth port 10; and then is separated
into two paths of refrigerant: most of the subcooled re-
frigerant is throttled by the main electronic expansion
valve 6, the other small portion of the subcooled refrig-
erant passes through the pipeline of the auxiliary circuit
20 after passing through the second switching element
4, and is throttled by the enhanced vapor injection elec-
tronic expansion valve 5 into a gas-liquid two-phase re-
frigerant which enters the heat exchanger 1 from the port
7 and absorbs heat in the heat exchanger 1 to become
a superheated vapor refrigerant which then flows out of
the second port 8 and then is injected into the compressor
2 via the injection port 21 for enhanced vapor injection.
[0036] When the first switching element 3 is turned off
and the second switching element 4 is turned on, it is
upstream liquid extraction. The branch where the first
switching element 3 is located is turned on, and the
branch where the second switching element 4 is located
is turned off.
[0037] The flow direction of refrigerant in upstream liq-
uid extraction is as follows: the refrigerant is separated
into two paths before passing through the pipeline of the
main circuit 19. After the refrigerant is separated, most
of the refrigerant passes through the pipeline of the main
circuit 19, enters the heat exchanger 1 from the third port
9 to release heat and to be cooled to become a subcooled

refrigerant. Then the refrigerant is throttled by the main
circuit electronic expansion valve 6 after coming out of
the fourth port 10. The other small portion of the sub-
cooled refrigerant passes through the pipeline of the aux-
iliary circuit 20 after passing through the first switching
element 3, and is throttled by the enhanced vapor injec-
tion electronic expansion valve 5 into a gas-liquid two-
phase refrigerant which enters the heat exchanger 1 from
the first port 7 and absorbs heat in the heat exchanger 1
to become a superheated vapor refrigerant which flows
out of the second port 8 and then is injected into the
compressor 2 via the injection port 21 for enhanced vapor
injection.
[0038] Optionally, the first switching element 3 and the
second switching element 4 are both electromagnetic
valves. When the first switching element 3 and the sec-
ond switching element 4 are turned on, they are in com-
munication with respective pipelines where they are lo-
cated, and when they are turned off, the respective pipe-
lines where they are located are disconnected, so as to
achieve upstream liquid extraction or downstream liquid
extraction.
[0039] Optionally, the heat exchanger 1 is a plate heat
exchanger. The refrigerant in one branch of the heat ex-
changer 1 releases heat and is cooled, while the refrig-
erant in the other branch absorbs heat and is superheat-
ed. The plate heat exchanger has the advantages of a
high heat exchange efficiency, a compact structure, and
so on. Here the heat exchanger is also referred to as a
"subcooler".
[0040] As shown in Fig. 1 to Fig.3, during heating, the
flow direction of embodiments is shown by the arrows A
(dotted lines) in FIGS. 1 to 3; during refrigeration, the flow
direction of embodiments are shown by the arrows B (sol-
id lines) in Fig. 1 to Fig. 3.
[0041] Since the above technical solution is adopted,
the heat pump unit control system in embodiments have
two liquid extraction manners: upstream liquid extraction
and downstream liquid extraction. For example, up-
stream liquid extraction is formed when the first switching
element 3 is turned on and the second switching element
4 is turned off, and downstream liquid extraction is formed
when the second switching element 4 is turned on and
the first switching element 3 is turned off. Upstream liquid
extraction or downstream liquid extraction are chosen
according to liquid supply to reasonably design the size
of the economizer (i.e., the heat exchanger) of the unit.
[0042] With the technical solution of embodiments, the
manner of upstream liquid extraction is adopted under
refrigeration and high temperature heating conditions.
Under low temperature heating and super-low tempera-
ture heating conditions, the circulation volume of refrig-
erant of the unit is relatively small, and the liquid extrac-
tion effect is not good, downstream liquid extraction is
adopted to improve the liquid extraction effect of the unit.
[0043] In embodiments, the high temperature heating
condition of the system specifically refers to a heating
condition in which the ambient dry-bulb temperature>-
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5°C.
[0044] In embodiments, the low temperature heating
condition of the system refers to a heating condition in
which -5 °C > ambient dry-bulb temperature > -15 °C ,
and super-low temperature heating condition refers to a
heating condition in which -15 °C > ambient dry-bulb tem-
perature > - 30°C.
[0045] Therefore, embodiments have upstream and
downstream liquid extraction control manners, so that
upstream liquid extraction and downstream liquid extrac-
tion complement each other to avoid respective disad-
vantages, which effectively improve the economic effi-
ciency, performance (capability and energy efficiency)
and reliability of the unit.
[0046] The embodiments improve liquid extraction ef-
fect under any working condition of the unit, thereby ef-
fectively improving the capability, energy efficiency and
economic efficiency of the unit, effectively lowering the
exhaust temperature of the compressor, and ensuring
the reliability of the compressor.
[0047] Optionally, the heat pump unit control system
further comprises a shell tube 11, and the first end of the
compressor 2 is connected to the first switching element
3 by the shell tube 11. The shell tube heat exchanger is
a condenser during heating, which provides the user with
hot water, and an evaporator during refrigeration, which
provides the user with cold water.
[0048] Optionally, the heat pump unit control system
further comprises a gas-liquid separator 12, and the shell
tube 11 is connected to the first end of the compressor
2 by the gas-liquid separator 12. The gas-liquid separator
12 serves to separate gas and liquid to ensure that the
intake port of the compressor inhales gaseous vapor and
prevent the inhaled gas from carrying liquid.
[0049] Optionally, the heat pump unit control system
further comprises a four-way valve 13, and the shell tube
11 is connected to the gas-liquid separator 12 by the four-
way valve 13. The four-way valve 13 can switch between
refrigeration mode and heating mode.
[0050] Optionally, the heat pump unit control system
further comprises a fin 14, and the main circuit electronic
expansion valve 6 is connected to the second end of the
compressor 2 successively by the fin 14 and the four-
way valve 13. The finned heat exchanger is an evaporator
during heating, which absorbs heat from the air, and a
condenser during refrigeration, which releases heat into
the air.
[0051] Optionally, a filter 15 is provided on the pipeline
connecting the shell tube 11 and the first switching ele-
ment 3 and/or the four-way valve 13. The function of the
filter 15 is to filter the system impurities and prevent failure
of the unit due to blockage of key components of the
system, for example, key components is an electronic
expansion valve.
[0052] Optionally, with reference to Fig. 2, the heat
pump unit control system forms an upstream liquid ex-
traction circuit when the first switching element 3 is turned
on and the second switching element 4 is turned off. For

example, under working conditions where the liquid sup-
ply is sufficient, especially during refrigeration and high
temperature heating, upstream liquid extraction is adopt-
ed. The mutual influence between the enhanced vapor
injection electronic expansion valves 5 on the main sub-
cooling circuit (i.e., the main circuit 19) and the auxiliary
circuit 20 is small, fluctuation and oscillation of the system
are small, which is not affect the system performance
and reliability while improving the stability of the system.
[0053] Optionally, with reference to Fig. 3, the heat
pump unit control system forms a downstream liquid ex-
traction circuit when the second switching element 4 is
open and the first switching element 3 is closed. For ex-
ample, under working conditions where the liquid supply
is insufficient, especially during low temperature and
even super-low temperature heating, downstream liquid
extraction is adopted. Firstly, subcooling is conducted
and then liquid is extracted to ensure sufficient liquid sup-
ply, such that the injection circuit can obtain enough liquid
to ensure the effect of enhanced vapor injection, ensure
the effective control of the exhaust temperature by en-
hanced vapor injection, and improve the reliability of the
compressor and capability and energy efficiency of the
system during low temperature heating.
[0054] Optionally, a pressure sensor 17 and an inject-
ed air bulb 18 are further provided on the connecting
pipeline between the second port 8 of the heat exchanger
1 and the air injecting port of the compressor. The pres-
sure sensor 17 and the injected air bulb 18 can calculate
the superheat degree of injected air, and the superheat
degree of injected air=the temperature measured by the
injected air bulb 18 - the saturation temperature corre-
sponding to the pressure measured by the pressure sen-
sor 17. The superheat degree of injected air is usually
controlled at 3 °C ∼ 8 °C. The opening degree of the
enhanced vapor injection electronic expansion valve 5
is adjusted and reduced when the superheat degree of
injected air<3 °C, and the opening degree of the en-
hanced vapor injection electronic expansion valve 5 is
adjusted and increased when the superheat degree of
injected air> 8 °C.
[0055] In particular, the heat pump assembly control
system in the embodiments of the present disclosure fur-
ther comprise a plurality of one-way valves 16. The one-
way valves 16 can control the flow direction of the refrig-
erant, and the same main circuit electronic expansion
valve 6 is used during refrigeration and heating.
[0056] The specific implementation of another embod-
iments are described below. Please refer to FIG. 4.
[0057] The first switching element 3 is open and the
second switching element 4 is closed: upstream liquid
extraction.

1.1 Upstream liquid extraction for refrigeration

[0058] The D end of the four-way valve 13 is in com-
munication with the E end, and the S end is in commu-
nication with the C end; the first switching element 3 is
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open, and the second switching element 4 is closed.
[0059] High-temperature and high-pressure gaseous
refrigerant working medium discharged from the second
end 22 of the compressor 2 passes through the four-way
valve 13 from the D end and E end and enters the finned
heat exchanger 14 via the air tube port 141 of the fin to
release heat to the air and is condensed into a high-tem-
perature and high-pressure liquid refrigerant, which
comes out of the liquid tube port 142 of the fin, passes
through the third filter 26 and is then separated into main
circuit and auxiliary circuit refrigerant (the main circuit
accounts for most of the refrigerant, and the auxiliary
circuit accounts for a small portion of the refrigerant). The
main circuit refrigerant enters the heat exchanger 1 from
the third port 9 via the main circuit 19 for further cooling
and heat release to become a subcooled refrigerant,
which comes out of the fourth port 10, and then is throttled
and depressurized by the sixth filter 28 to become a gas-
liquid two-phase refrigerant (here, the function of the one-
way valves 16, 161, 162, and 163 is to make the main
circuit and auxiliary circuit refrigerants flow in the same
direction during refrigeration and heating, and the refrig-
erant is depressurized after passing through the throttle
valve, which can achieve differential pressure seal; if at
this time, the refrigerant is depressurized after passing
through the sixth filter 28, it cannot pass through the one-
way valve 163 because the pressure of the refrigerant
coming out of the liquid tube port 142 of the fin is high,
and so on). The refrigerant which is throttled and depres-
surized by the sixth filter 28 and becomes a gas-liquid
two-phase refrigerant then passes through the one-way
valve 162 and the first filter 15, enters the shell tube via
the liquid tube port 112 of the shell tube to evaporate and
absorb the heat of the secondary refrigerant to realize
refrigeration function. The low-temperature and low-
pressure gaseous refrigerant coming out of the air tube
port 111 of the shell tube passes through the second filter
210, then passes through the C end and S end of the
four-way valve 13, and enters the gas-liquid separator
12 from 1201 for gas-liquid separation. The gaseous re-
frigerant comes out of the gas-liquid separator outlet 122
and enters the compressor 2 from the second end 23 to
be compressed, then the main circuit refrigeration circu-
lation is completed. The auxiliary circuit refrigerant pass-
es through the first switching element 3 and the auxiliary
circuit 20, passes through the filter 27 and then enters
the enhanced vapor injection electronic expansion valve
5 to be throttled and depressurized to become a gas-
liquid two-phase refrigerant, which enters the heat ex-
changer 1 from the first port 7 to absorb heat and evap-
orate to become superheated vapor, which passes
through the injected air bulb 18 and is then injected from
the injection end 21 into the compressor to be com-
pressed, then the auxiliary circuit refrigerant circulation
is completed.

1.2 Downstream liquid extraction for heating

[0060] The D end of the four-way valve 13 is in com-
munication with the C end, and the S end is in commu-
nication with the E end; the first switching element 3 is
open, and the second switching element 4 is closed.
[0061] High-temperature and high-pressure gaseous
refrigerant working medium discharged from the first end
22 of the compressor 2 passes through the four-way
valve 13 from the D end and the C end, passes through
the filter 210 and then enters the shell tube 11 from the
air tube port 111 of the shell tube to release heat to the
secondary refrigerant to realize the heating function,
which is condensed into a high-temperature and high-
pressure liquid refrigerant which comes out of the liquid
tube port 112 of the shell tube and passes through the
filter 15 and the one-way valve 16. It is then separated
into main circuit and auxiliary circuit refrigerants (the main
circuit accounts for most of the refrigerant, and the aux-
iliary circuit accounts for a small portion of the refrigerant).
The main circuit refrigerant enters the heat exchanger 1
from the third port 9 via the main circuit 19 for further
cooling and heat release to become a subcooled refrig-
erant, which comes out of the fourth port 10 and then
passes through the filter 28 to be throttled and depres-
surized to become a gas-liquid two-phase refrigerant.
The refrigerant which is throttled and depressurized by
the filter 28 and becomes a gas-liquid two-phase refrig-
erant passes through the one-way valve 163, enters the
fin from the liquid tube port 142 of the fin to evaporate
and absorb the heat of the air. The low-temperature and
low-pressure gaseous refrigerant coming out of the air
tube port 141 of the fin passes through the E end and
the S end of the four-way valve 13, enters the gas-liquid
separator 12 from the gas-liquid separator inlet 121 for
gas-liquid separation. The gaseous refrigerant comes
out of 122 and enters the compressor 2 from the second
end 23 to be compressed, then the main circuit heating
circulation is completed. The auxiliary circuit refrigerant
passes through the first switching element 3 and the aux-
iliary circuit 20, passes through the filter 27 and then en-
ters the enhanced vapor injection electronic expansion
valve 5 to be throttled and depressurized to become a
gas-liquid two-phase refrigerant, which enters the heat
exchanger 1 from the first port 7 to absorb heat and evap-
orate to become superheated vapor, which passes
through the injected air bulb 18 and is then injected from
the injection end 21 into the compressor to be com-
pressed, then the auxiliary circuit refrigerant circulation
is completed.

2. The first switching element 3 is closed, the second 
switching element 4 is open: downstream liquid extrac-
tion

2.1 Downstream liquid extraction for refrigeration

[0062] The D end of the four-way valve 13 is in com-
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munication with the E end, and the S end is in commu-
nication with the C end; the first switching element 3 is
closed, and the second switching element 4 is open.
[0063] High-temperature and high-pressure gaseous
refrigerant working medium discharged from the first end
22 of the compressor 2 passes through the four-way
valve 13 from the D end and E end, enters the finned
heat exchanger 14 via the air tube port 141 of the fin to
release heat into the air, and is condensed into a high-
temperature and high-pressure liquid refrigerant, which
comes out of the liquid tube port 142 of the fin and passes
through the filter 26 and the one-way valve 162, then the
refrigerant enters the heat exchanger 1 from the third
port 9 via the main circuit 19 for further cooling and heat
release to become a subcooled refrigerant which comes
out of the fourth port 10 and is then separated into main
circuit and auxiliary circuit refrigerants (the main circuit
accounts for most of the refrigerant, and the auxiliary
circuit accounts for a small portion of the refrigerant). The
main circuit refrigerant passes through the filter 28 to be
throttled and depressurized to become a gas-liquid two-
phase refrigerant. The refrigerant which is throttled and
depressurized by the filter 28 and becomes a gas-liquid
two-phase refrigerant passes through the one-way valve
163 and the filter 15, and enters the shell tube via the
liquid tube port 112 of the shell tube to evaporate and
absorb the heat of the secondary refrigerant to realize
the refrigeration function. The low-temperature and low-
pressure gaseous refrigerant coming out of the air tube
port 111 of the shell tube passes through the second filter
210, then passes through the C end and S end of the
four-way valve 13, and enters the gas-liquid separator
12 from the gas-liquid separator inlet 121 for gas-liquid
separation. The gaseous refrigerant comes out of the
gas-liquid separator outlet 122 and enters the compres-
sor 2 from the second end 23 to be compressed, then
the main circuit refrigeration circulation is completed. The
auxiliary circuit refrigerant passes through the second
switching element 4 and the auxiliary circuit 20, passes
through the filter 27 and then enters the enhanced vapor
injection electronic expansion valve 5 to be throttled and
depressurized to become a gas-liquid two-phase refrig-
erant, which enters the heat exchanger 1 from the first
port 7 to absorb heat and evaporate to become super-
heated vapor, which passes through the one-way valve
25 and is then injected from the injection end 21 into the
compressor to be compressed, then the auxiliary circuit
refrigerant circulation is completed.

2.2 Downstream liquid extraction for heating

[0064] The D end of the four-way valve 13 is in com-
munication with the C end, and the S end is in commu-
nication with the E end; the first switching element 3 is
closed, and the second switching element 4 is open.
[0065] High-temperature and high-pressure gaseous
refrigerant working medium discharged from the first end
22 of the compressor 2 passes through the four-way

valve 13 from D end and C end, passes through the filter
210 and then enters the shell tube 11 from the air tube
port 111 of the fin to release heat to the secondary re-
frigerant to realize heating function and is condensed into
a high-temperature and high-pressure liquid refrigerant,
which flows out of the liquid tube port 112 of the fin and
passes through the filter 15 and the one-way valve 16,
then the refrigerant enters the heat exchanger 1 from the
third port 9 via the main circuit 19 for further cooling and
heat release to become a subcooled refrigerant which
comes out of the fourth port 10 and is then separated
into main circuit and auxiliary circuit refrigerants (the main
circuit accounts for most of the refrigerant, and the aux-
iliary circuit accounts for a small portion of the refrigerant).
The main circuit refrigerant passes through the filter 28
to be throttled and depressurized to become a gas-liquid
two-phase refrigerant. The refrigerant which is throttled
and depressurized by the filter 28 and becomes a gas-
liquid two-phase refrigerant passes through the one-way
valve 163, enters the fin from the liquid tube port 142 of
the fin to evaporate and absorb the heat of the air. The
low-temperature and low-pressure gaseous refrigerant
coming out of the air tube port 141 of the fin passes
through the E end and the S end of the four-way valve
13, enters the gas-liquid separator 12 from the gas-liquid
separator inlet 121 for gas-liquid separation. The gase-
ous refrigerant comes out of the gas-liquid separator out-
let 122 and enters the compressor 2 from the second end
23 to be compressed, then the main circuit refrigeration
circulation is completed. The auxiliary circuit refrigerant
passes through the second switching element 4 and the
auxiliary circuit 20, passes through the filter 27 and then
enters the enhanced vapor injection electronic expansion
valve 5 to be throttled and depressurized to become a
gas-liquid two-phase refrigerant, which enters the heat
exchanger 1 from the first port 7 to absorb heat and evap-
orate to become superheated vapor, which passes
through the one-way valve 25 and is then injected from
the injection end 21 into the compressor to be com-
pressed, then the auxiliary circuit refrigerant circulation
is completed.
[0066] With reference to FIG. 1, some embodiments
disclosure provide a heat pump unit control system com-
prising a heat exchanger 1 and a compressor 2. The heat
exchanger 1 comprises a first branch and a second
branch, wherein the inlet of the second branch can be in
communication with one of the outlet of the first branch
and the first end 22 of the compressor 2, and the outlet
of the second branch is in communication with the injec-
tion end 21 of the compressor 2.
[0067] In the present embodiments, the passage be-
tween the third port 9 and the fourth port 10 of the heat
exchanger 1 serves as the first branch, and the passage
between the first port 7 and the second port 8 of the heat
exchanger 1 serves as the second branch. The third port
9 serves as the inlet of the first branch, the fourth port 10
serves as the outlet of the first branch; the first port 7
serves as the inlet of the second branch, and the second
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port 8 serves as the outlet of the second branch.
[0068] The inlet of the second branch (i.e., the first port
7) is in communication with the outlet of the first branch
(i.e., the fourth port 10), or the inlet of the second branch
(i.e., the first port 7) is in communication with the first end
22 of the compressor 2. The former of the two commu-
nication manners forms downstream liquid extraction
and the latter forms upstream liquid extraction. The liquid
extraction manner can be chosen according to the actual
requirements.
[0069] The present embodiments choose upstream or
downstream liquid extraction in the following manner.
The heat pump unit control system further comprises a
first switching element 3 and a second switching element
4. The first switching element 3 is disposed between the
first end 22 of the compressor 2 and the first port 7 serving
as the inlet of the second branch, and the second switch-
ing element 4 is disposed between the first port 7 and
the fourth port 10 serving as the outlet of the first branch.
One of the first switching element 3 and the second
switching element 4 is turned on.
[0070] The manner of liquid extraction can be chosen
by controlling the on/off state of the first switching element
3 and the second switching element 4.
[0071] With reference to FIG. 1, the heat pump unit
control system forms upstream liquid extraction when the
first switching element 3 is open and the second switching
element 4 is closed.
[0072] With reference to FIG. 1, the heat pump unit
control system forms downstream liquid extraction when
the second switching element 4 is open and the first
switching element 3 is closed. In this way, upstream liquid
extraction or downstream liquid extraction can be chosen
according to liquid supply to reasonably design the size
of the economizer (i.e., the heat exchanger) and ensure
the economic efficiency of the unit.
[0073] Please refer to the above description about the
content which will not be repeated here.
[0074] In the embodiments of the present disclosure,
the heat pump unit control system adopts upstream liquid
extraction under refrigeration and high temperature heat-
ing conditions.
[0075] In the present embodiments, the high temper-
ature heating condition of the system specifically refers
to a heating condition in which the ambient dry-bulb tem-
perature >-5°C.
[0076] In the present embodiments, the low tempera-
ture heating condition of the system refers to a heating
condition in which -5 °C> ambient dry-bulb temperature
> -15 °C, and super-low temperature heating condition
refers to a heating condition in which -15 °C > ambient
dry-bulb temperature > -3 0 °C.
[0077] In the present embodiments, the heat pump unit
control system adopts downstream liquid extraction un-
der low temperature heating and super-low temperature
heating conditions.
[0078] Therefore, the embodiments of the present dis-
closure can simultaneously have upstream and down-

stream liquid extraction control manners, so that up-
stream liquid extraction and downstream liquid extraction
complement each other to avoid respective disadvantag-
es as much as possible, which effectively ensures the
unity of economic efficiency, performance (capability and
energy efficiency) and reliability of the unit.
[0079] Of course, the above are optional embodiments
of the present disclosure. It should be set forth that, for
a person skilled in the art, on the premise of not departing
away from the basic principles of the present disclosure,
improvements and modifications may also be made, and
such improvements and modifications are also deemed
to be within the protection scope of the present disclo-
sure.

Claims

1. A heat pump unit control system, comprising a heat
exchanger (1), a compressor (2), a first switching
element (3), a second switching element (4), an en-
hanced vapor injection electronic expansion valve
(5) and a main circuit electronic expansion valve (6);
wherein
a first end of the compressor (2) is connected to a
first port (7) of the heat exchanger (1) successively
by the first switching element (3) and the enhanced
vapor injection electronic expansion valve (5);
a second port (8) of the heat exchanger (1) is con-
nected to an injection end of the compressor (2); an
end of the first switching element (3) connected to
the compressor (2) is connected to a third port (9) of
the heat exchanger (1);
a fourth port (10) of the heat exchanger (1) is con-
nected to a second end of the compressor (2) by the
main circuit electronic expansion valve (6);
an end of the first switching element (3) connected
to the enhanced vapor injection electronic expansion
valve (5) is connected to the fourth port (10) of the
heat exchanger (1) by the second switching element
(4).

2. The heat pump unit control system of claim 1, further
comprising a shell tube (11), wherein the first end of
the compressor (2) is connected to the first switching
element (3) by the shell tube (11).

3. The heat pump unit control system of claim 2, further
comprising a gas-liquid separator (12), wherein the
shell tube (11) is connected to the first end of the
compressor (2) by the gas-liquid separator (12).

4. The heat pump unit control system of claim 3, further
comprising a four-way valve (13), wherein the shell
tube (11) is connected to the gas-liquid separator
(12) by the four-way valve (13).

5. The heat pump unit control system of claim 4, further
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comprising a fin (14), wherein the main circuit elec-
tronic expansion valve (6) is connected to the second
end of the compressor (2) successively by the fin
(14) and the four-way valve (13).

6. The heat pump unit control system of claim 4, where-
in a filter (15) is provided on the pipeline connecting
the shell tube (11) and the first switching element (3)
and/or the four-way valve (13).

7. The heat pump unit control system of claim 1, where-
in the heat pump unit control system is configured
to form an upstream liquid extraction circuit when
the first switching element (3) is open and the second
switching element (4) is closed.

8. The heat pump unit control system of claim 1, where-
in the heat pump unit control system is configured
to form a downstream liquid extraction circuit when
the second switching element (4) is open and the
first switching element (3) is closed.

9. The heat pump unit control system of claim 1, where-
in the first switching element (3) and the second
switching element (4) are both electromagnetic
valves.

10. The heat pump unit control system of claim 1, where-
in the heat exchanger (1) is a plate heat exchanger.

11. A heat pump unit control system, comprising a heat
exchanger (1) and a compressor (2); wherein the
heat exchanger (1) comprises a first branch and a
second branch, wherein the inlet of the second
branch is in communication with one of an outlet of
the first branch and a first end (22) of the compressor
(2), and the outlet of the second branch is in com-
munication with an injection end (21) of the compres-
sor (2).

12. The heat pump unit control system according to
claim 11, further comprising a first switching element
(3) and a second switching element (4);
the first switching element (3) is disposed between
the first end (22) of the compressor (2) and a first
port (7) serving as an inlet of the second branch, and
the second switching element (4) is disposed be-
tween the first port (7) and a fourth port (10) serving
as an outlet of the first branch;
one of the first switching element (3) and the second
switching element (4) is turned on.

13. The heat pump unit control system according to
claim 11, wherein the heat pump unit control system
is configured to be in a condition of an upstream liquid
extraction when the first switching element (3) is
open and the second switching element (4) is closed.

14. The heat pump unit control system according to
claim 11, wherein the heat pump unit control system
is configured to be in a condition of a downstream
liquid extraction when the second switching element
(4) is open and the first switching element (3) is
closed.

15. The heat pump unit control system according to
claim 13, wherein the heat pump unit control system
is configured to be in the condition of the upstream
liquid extraction during refrigeration and high tem-
perature heating conditions.

16. The heat pump unit control system according to
claim 14, wherein the heat pump unit control system
is configured to be in the condition of the downstream
liquid extraction during low temperature heating and
super-low temperature heating conditions.
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